
This is my house. It´s big and cozy and its walls are really thick. 

 

Once – ones   their-there   here-hear   where – wear 

Sun – son   peace – piece   to-too-two   know – no 

Knew – new   buy – by – bye   die – dye   see  - sea 

Right – write   wood – would   for - four 

 

HOMOPHONES 

There are some words which are pronounced in the same way but they are spelt differently. Therefore, they have different 

meanings. Look at this example: 

 

Now, complete the sentences using the corresponding word from the list. You can only use each word ONCE. 

 

 

 

1) I would like to ……………… a new car because mine is very old. 

2) Do not spend so much time under the …………………….. Your skin can get badly hurt. 

3) Please, leave your cellphone in that box over ………………………… Nobody will touch it. 

4) We don´t  …………………the real origin of the universe.  

5) If you want to publish a novel, first you must ……………………it, don´t you? 

6)  The postman ………………….the address was wrong, but he left the letter anyway. 

7) Everybody dreams with world …………………., but with so many wars it´s difficult to believe it will actually happen. 

8) The little girl bought ………………….different pairs of shoes, a black one and a white one. 

9) Wouldn´t you like to ……………………the sound of the dolphins? 

10) I can´t find the coat I always ……………………to work. Do you know ………………… I left it? 

11) The teacher introduced the children to the ………….principal, who had just arrived from London. 

12) Greeks believed in many gods. Among them was Poseidon, god of the …………………………….. 

13) The man said he would never ………………..his hair pink. He preferred green. 

14) The little kids were orphans. Some time ago, ……………………..parents has died in a car accident. 

15) “Come on, Jess. If you don´t like those jeans, try these ……………………” 

16) Unfortunately, the car was ………………..small . So, David couldn´t take us all to the sport center. 

17) It´s ridiculous to take the bus if we can travel ………………….plane for the same price! 

18) The dad took his ……………..to school. Then, he said “……………….” and kissed him on the forehead. 

19) Jennifer had been to Paris only …………………..  That´s why she was so nervous. 

20) The scientist found ……………….evidence of life on Mars. They sent ……………ships, but all of them failed. 

21) “Get out of …………….!” the old woman shouted. “Take that ……………….of garbage and go ………….your house!” 

22) We …………………..be very happy if we went on a lake tour. 

23) Do you use you left foot or the ………………….one to kick the ball? 

24) Eric bought an expensive diamond ring ……………………his fiancée.  

25) You must put some …………………..in the fireplace if you want to warm the house. 

26) Many people …………………….from diseases. It´s a truly sad thing to ……………………………. 


